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0, Introduction 
The Mah ‘Dmmm arose in the ~~~~~~~~g way, *Iin ‘1&$, WiIm~ky * 
asked Rajagopalan if a separable, Mausdarff, tiom& t@p&o@c@ group 
need be Lind.&f. Franklin and Rajag~pa~~~~ c s~~~ted an ~~~~~~.~~~ 
a separabIe, ~~ausd~rff, normal, but not ~ind~~~~t~p~~~~~~ &ace [ if ) *’ 
and deduced that if tire! free abeJian topological group over this space 
were normal., then they would be able tomsvrier ~.~lar~~ky*s #mGm:in 
the negative. This leads na~ra~~~y to the questions of the pr~se~~at~~n~ ti 
rl~~aIity by the free abelian gmaap. The co&~lary to the B&&I Theurm 
of this paper shows that the free abelian ~~opolo&xtl grq.q over an~rmaf. xx/ 
space,need not be nomal; this does not answe:Q ~i~~nsky’s~~~~~ti~n~.b~t 
&?es closie the simplest avenue of’ appr~a~~h~ 2 -#b.n~ther ex&upfe of a 
’ By “Ty~bonoff” we r&an Hausdorff and compleltely regnfar. 
2 The free aMian topologicaf group over 13e space: constructed by Franklin and Raj~go~~~~ 
:,“nay still be normal, but if so it will depend on further properties of the spa&, notjust its her- . 
maliiv. 
,* /. ” 
separable, Hausdorff, normal, but not Lindelof togological space was 
given by Rudin [ 151. An example of a separable, lttausdorff, but not 
Lindeldf topological group as an exercise ill. [ 18, p* 25 11. 
The: notions of free top0 groups and free ;.belian topological 
vin 1941 [ll].Heshowedthat 
space has a free topological group which is Hausdorff, 
and which contains as a closed subspace ahomeomorphic copy of the 
ori@rr.d space. Markov’s proof :involves a complicated construction of 
mult’inorms on the free group over the underlying set of the space. 
I Kakutani [ 81 and Samuel [ 161 have prov,ded pnjofs of the existence 
topologi :a1 groups, a.nd free abelian topologi r:al groups, over any 
$a1 spti~. ThGr approach was to co;=&uct E continuous func- 
$ion from a space to c1 subgroup of ii product 0,’ topological groups 
\(analogous to one construction of t?le Stone-Cech compactification) 
:with thj: ustiaE fzztorization property implied by the tword “free”. They 
\gsed what Freyd later called a ‘,‘solution set” [ 21, fo:r a discussion of 
@is approach see [ 7, pp. 72--731. Wyler has shown, using his notion of 
,;I top category, that all “free algebra” functors from *‘.he category of sets 
;iuld functions lift ice “free topological algebl*a” functcrrs from the cate- 
gyory of *topological spaces and continuous functions 1 191. Wyler’s 
b,pproach has the advantage that it informs us that tht! underlying alge- 
l.raic structure of the free topological algebra over a q:bacc isjust the 
f?ee algebra over the underlying set of the sKIace. 
i Using the technique of factoring appropriately chosen continuous 
fiinctiom through the free topological groups over a space, we obtain 
tlie following theorems. 
T@orem 0.1. The free topoZogica2 group ancl free abelan topological 
grc;wp over a topological space we Hausdorfl’if and oni y if the space is 
fux tionally Hausdorff 3 
T?$eorem 0.2. The universal morphisms from a topological space to its 
fre\z topological group and free abelian topol’ogical group are closed 
g:njbeddings if and only if the space is Tychonoff 
These results are improvements on MarkoYs results, l)ut that is not 
the:reason for their inclusion here. They are included bclcause the proofs 
b 
I 
3 Recall tha: t a space is functiondy Hadorff if every 1; air of distinct p oints can be separated 
by a zontinuous real rairuezd function. 
o0tain::d by lifting continuous functions are much simp!er than 
origin;J proofs mentioned above. 
In ZGection 1 of this paper we present known results which will be used 
later, including the Basic Existence Theorem for free topotogical groups. 
In Section 2 we prove Theorem Q. 1; Section 3 contains the proof of 
Theorem 0.2 and other elementary properties of free topological groups. 
We next show, in Section 4, the rather surprising result tllat lifted rea2 
valued .functiom on the free abelian tqmlogicd group need not determine 
its topology, and we develop some additionA machinery to be used in the 
proof of the Main Theorem, whiteh comprises, Sea&on 5. 
To avoid !:onfusion, the notation f” [ 3 wild be used for the inverse 
image of a set under the function f, reserving the symbol f-j for the 
inverse function or inverse-in the ~group undler consider‘ation. The identity 
element in a group (abelian group) G will be denoted by Q (Q). 
1. Prehinaries 
Defhition 1.1. The free topokqicul group me;r a topological space X 
consists of a topological group F(X) and a continuous function 
qx: X + F(;Y), with the property that for any continuous fuUioi1 i 
from X to a topo!ogical group G there is a unique continuous group 
homomorphism f: F(X) + G, SO that 
commutes. 
BJ substituting “abelian topological groulp” for each occurrence of 
“bo~ological group” in the above definition onle obtains the definition 
of the free robelian topological’group over a spa,ce X, dexloted by 
7jJP : x -+ Z(X). 
The following two lemmas lead directly to the Bask Existence TheoEm. 
bmma 1.2. If (~~1~~ is a @nily of topologies on a qroup F compatible 
with the group structure 4, then the topology with m5base 7, is ~:~~~3-~ 
p&z! tible with the group strxxtigre of l? 
4 A topology is compatible with fh e group stnrcture if the group operations 41616 canthuouo. 
&sic~ Ex&mce Theorem). For any topologicr rl space X, 
the free, tcqmlo@cd group qx : X + F(X) and the free abeka topological 
gwp q K : X 3 Z(X) exist. 
Proof s;UStr:h fo;ll, : 2: + F(X). Let the underlying roup 01’ F(X) be 
the free, grc,;lp on the underlying set of X. Pn~vide F(X) with the finest 
topo1og.f comp,itible with the group structure, so that qx : A* + F(X), 
qx (x) =‘xl :, is continuous (Lemma 1.2). NOVr ary continuous function 
f; X + C, where G is a topological group, su ely iifts to a group homo- 
morphiswr i’: F(X) -i G. Using Lemma ! .3 and the fact that j’ 0 qx = f’ 
we conclude that f is, in fact, continuous. 
The B.asic Existence Theorem can be resta ted as: The forg(rtfkZ firnctors 
from tht. categories of topological groups a.reti abelian topolo) rical groups 
r’o the CG tegwy of topological spaces have Iq? adjoinls Fand 2, wpect- 
Evely. 
It is \a41 known that a. left adjoint functor such as 2 is unkiue up to 
iso:morpkm. This fact leads to the observation that Z(X) is i:;omorphic 
/ 
(as a topt:)logical group) to F(X)/C, where C :.s the commutatcr subgroup 
of F’{AY’), isnd F(A’)/C is given f;he quotient o.?ology of the car. onical 
4: s;‘(X) -L F(Pj/el’. The proof of this observation consists of noticing 
thtilt for an aibelian 4topologicaj. group A and il continuous function 
f: X + A the foll,Dwing diagram can be uniqllely completed. 
It will be useful to fix some notation. Thts elements of the g*oup F(X) 
arc reduce;1 vords...$‘) ~i2(~) . . .x:~), where each xk EX and i(k) E 
\\ (0) ; m nltiplica tion is juxtaposition and seduction using the usual 
laws of ex~~on~ents.. a d the identity element is the empty word We will 
represent. t,k: t:ler&nts of Z(X) as formal sums ZxEX kxx with I:ach 
ful. to suppkss 
= 0 for all but finitely many :c. It will sometime5 be use- 
the terms with coefficient 0 (md to write the elenents 
of the free jsbelian group as Zy’1 kixi. The s;.Im of two elements 2&&,x 
and ZxEx &x is C 
I 
x&k, +ix)x, and the id::ntity element is 0 = IS,,, 0~. 
1~ order to prove Ths:orem 0.1, we will need two observations about 
func,tionally Hausdorff spaces. 
tnma 1.5. A topologidc~i$ space Jr’ 'S fimc&m-dl~ Hausdorff if and only 
if for every pair of distinc t points xi and x2 in X, ‘there isza Tychonoff 
space Y and a continuous furzction f: X + J k , so that f (x1) + f&j. 
roof. If X is functionally Hausdorf f, let Y = R and f’be the function 
obtained from the definition of functionally Hausdorff. For the con- 
verse, embed Y in an appropriate produi=t of copies of R and project to 
a copy of R where the coordinates of f(x i ) zmd f (x2) differ. 
Lemma If 5. Given n distinct points x1, .x2, . . . , x, in a fUnctionaQy 
Hausdorff space X, aazd n (not necessarily distinct) real numr&ePts y1, 
3, l **9 rn, there is a continuous function h: X -+ R mch that h(q) = (Pi, 
r’= 1,2 ,..., n. 
2. Proof of Theorem 0.1 
‘We will prove this theorem in two parts. 
Theorem 2.1. A tcpoi’ogical space X is functionul,?‘~ Hmsdorff if and 
on& if Z(X) is Hausdwf$ 
P’rc~f. If Z(X) is Hausdorff, then it is Tychorioff; furthermore, 
qx : X + Z(X) separates points of X. Thus, by Lemma 1 S, X is fiunc- 
tlo:n ally Hausdorff. For the converse, it suffices td show that 0 := Z&=&x 
is closed since topological groups are homogeneous and have the property 
that T, implies Hausdorff. Sb consider any element &Exk,x + 0 in 
Z(X); write EXE= kxj: as Zr& kiXi with each ki # 0. By Lemma 1.6, there 
is a continuous function h: X + R, SO tha.t h(q) = 1 and h(xi) =: 0 for 
i + 1. Lift h to the continuous group homomorphism h making the fol- 
lowing diagram commute. 
‘)X 
X --- Z(X) 
\ h 
\ 
\ 
r;“[(--, -#,I) u talk,lAl 
is a neighborhood of Z& &xi in Z(X) which misses 0. 
Unfortunately, the same result for F(X) iz more complicated since 
group homomorphisms fr’orc F(X) to R will not separate words which 
differ only by a commutator. We can, however, immediately conclude 
that 
3orolIary 2.2, A topological space X.is funciiomlly Hausdorff if and 
onF::l if the commutator subgroup of F(X) iz closed. 
Proof. The commutator subgroup of F(X) is the kernel of the canonical 
quotient map q: F(X) + Z(X). 
It follows from this corollary that if X is 5nctionally Hausdorff, then 
every point of F(X) lying outside the commutator subgroup has a neigh- 
borhood which misses the identity. It remains to show ,that any element 
of the commutator subgroup can be separatzd from qFtx). However, it 
appears less complicated to ignore the preceding corollary and prove 
directly that any element of F(X) can be separated fro*- q(X). 
Notethatifae F(X), (3 # q(X), then 1: he reduced representation 
J;;{(1) 42’ a.. xi@) of u has the property thal for every k < n, xk + x~+~. n 
Theorem 2.3. A topological space X is funcrionally Hausdorff if and 
only if F(X) is Hausdorft 
Roof. If ,F(X) is Hausdorff, then, as in Thecirem 2.1, X must be func- 
tionally Hausdorff. For the converse, suppo1Fe c3# +(X) is an element 
of F(X), 63 = x71) x:2) .I, xi@). We must temporarily make some simpli- 
fi,cations; we consider the fr”ee group R?(S) on the set S = (x1, x2,, . . . . x,,} 
and invoke a theorem of Neuman [ 141 thart FG(S) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of .FG( ix, y ] ), the free group on 1 wo generators. Call the injec- 
tive homomorphism #: FG(S) -3 FG( {x, y ]+ 
Now suppjxe we can find a H;lusdorff, p;,litiwise connected topological 
glroup M and ‘a group homomorphism J/: F’c::i( (x, ~1) + N, so that 
*M(o) + ~~ l d apathp: [O. l]+ 
d:istinct J/$(x e then choose one eleme1lit Q in each p+ [ 
so that rl = rk if xl = xk . a 1.6, thtre is a continuous 
upper triangular. 
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h: X + f 8,1] , so that h(Xk ) = rk for a1.l k. Hence we can find a continu- 
OIAS functionf’=ph: X-+M, such that f(x,+ $~$(x@m= iail k.Wgis 
tion .Plifts to a continuous group 
commutes. This lifted function has the property that &I) = $I@(u) :# eM. 
Thus we can find a neighborhood U of f(cd) which misses eM . It follows 
that $+ [U] is a neighborhood of u which misses eFtX) and the theorem 
is proved. 
The remtinder of the proof is devoted to showing that the desired M 
and \L exist. The underlying roup of44 is the multiplicative group of 
infinite dimensional upper triangular eal matrices wi.th T’s on the 
diagonal; we will write the elements of M as I+Z, where 2 is strictly 
Then (I-U)-’ can be written as I- Z +Z2 - Z3 + . . . . we neeld not worry 
about convergence of this expression since (Z”)ii = 0 wlhenmrer j -- i < n. 
Provide M with the product topology of RN0 ; M is then clearly pathwise 
connected and IIausdiorff. 
To show that multiplication an: MX M + M and taking inverses 
ml : M -+ M are continuous, it suffices to show thu 
and Tij * -’ : M -+ R arrc3 ontinuous for each Rij: M -+ ere 
Rij(l+ 2) =: (d+ Z)ij. Conaider first ITij 0 ITI : MX M + 
((I+z)(I*+w))i. 
I+ IV is column f- 
= r, then formally r s xi;=1 (IX Z), (I+ WJ,. IIowever, 
mite, so, in fact, for some II depending only on i anc’$ j, 
r= ~~ ,(1'+ZEik(l+U'),j. 
a ( fini;ary ) derived 
ovi: MxM + IR caa be e,x 
operation. and thus is continuous. 
whme n depends only 011 i and j, and thus vi. 0 -I * M + R can also be 
expr+essed as afinitary derived operat’dn on k . It hollows that M is a 
topological! ; kJrOUp. 
To obtain the group ilDmomovhism $: FG( {X y 4) + choose two 
countable sequences (.q)&N and (Y&N, so th;: t the faintly of ti? xk 
and jvk is algebraically independent. Define g : {x, .!J’ } + M by 
g69 
‘1 
i := 
\ 0 
Then. g lifts to a group homomorphism $C FG( (x, y }) -+ A!. 
We must show that e@(o) # I. ?e first compute X*(l)YPC1) .. . Xor(nFY@(n) 
for positive exponents a(k) and /3(k). Let 
and kt 
Then Bij =Ounllessj=i+dand 
ilICe ;:d.l the xk ;knd jpk 5;re norzero, it follows th;lt B # 0. Similar caI 
lationr;:: show that we can allow cu( 1) = 0 and/or &I) = 0 and still have 
Now consider any homogeneous polynomial Ur, of finite degree d 12 0 
in X and Y. As before, ([Id )i = 0 unless j = t+d, and ifj = i+d, then 
(V,), is a linear combinati& of the numbers Bi i+t;b correspondmg to
the monomials in Udt The assumption that the 4~ and yk are algebraical- 
ly independent allows US to conclude that each (Il/d)i i+d # 0 and thus 1 
Ud # 0. 
Finally, any sum of the form Z& yd Ud, where each Ud is a home- . 
geneous polynomial o$ degree d in X and y’ and some rd 7c: 0, is rlorizero 
because the ud contribllte to distinct superdiagonals and thus no cancel- 
lation can occur. 
Since @(a) Z xi(l)yi(l) ,., .i(n)yi(n) 7f: e it now suffic~:s to 
P 
show that 
FC( (x v)\, 
, 
$&d) = (r+x)i(l)(r+ y)j(l) ., . (4+x)i(*)(r+ y;j(n) 
can be written as I++ Z” &$#$ # 1. Here we must allow i( 1) or j(n) to 
be 8, but all the other exponents are nonzero. For the following argu- 
ment we will assume tha.t all exponents are nonzero; the other three 
cases are similar. Since for every m E N, we have 
(I+X)” = I+ mX + X2(h(X)) , 
for some polynomial h(X), we must have 
(1+X)-” = I - mX + X2 (h(X)) 
for som6 series h(X:). Hence 
X (I+j(l)Y + Y2(g#‘))) . . . U+j(n)Y+ YQ$Y))). 
This prohct contains a unique monomial of degree 2n with each e.xpo- 
’ men1 equal tc 1, namely 
Thus U2,r # 0, r2n # 0 and therefore $$(w) +- IL 
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kz 2.4. A.regul& Hausdorff space which is notfunctionally Haus- 
and, whose free abehan topological group and free topological 
group are,:therefore, not IIausdorff is Hewitt’s example [6] of a regular 
qke whose every continuous function to ihe real tine is constant. 
urthcr elementary propwties of free grc~ups 
Proposition 3.1. A topological spuce X is completely regular (without 
Htmdorff) if and only #?tx : .X + Z(X) is an embedding. 
Proof. If X is homeomorphic to qx (X), then X musi be completely 
regular since Z(X) k. For the converse, suppose X is completely regular 
and consider Z(qx(X)); by definition, Z(X) and 2&(X)) have iso- 
morphic underlying roups. To see that they are isomorphic topological 
groups, consider 
where g (C x(-xk# = c = xEx kx (v&N, and 
Z(Q,(X)) 
i 
where i is the inclusion map and h (2& k,(l?Jx))) = ZxExkxx. Both 
induced maps are continuous group homomorphisms and gh = idzcllxtxIj, 
Izg = idztm. 
Now suppose we are given any continuous f: X + ; f lifts to z(X) 
and we obtain 
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with J I,,,,, (Q-(X)) = f[x). Similarly, for any continuous f: Q(Z) + 
we have 
with fgqx(x) = f(r)&)). Here X ;uId r),,(X) have the same continuous 
functions to R and being completely regular must, therefore, have the 
same topology. 
Proposition 3 2. A topological space X is completely regular if and only 
if Q: X + F(X) is an embedding. 
Proof” Tlx diagram nX 
X = F(X) 
\ / 
/ 
Z(X) 
commutes. By Proposition 3.1, if X is completely regular Q: X --) 2X4X) 
is an embeddin;. Hence so also is qx: X --+ F(X). The c(Dnverse follows 
as before front the observation that F(X) is completely regular. 
The coral tz ries to the preceding propositions are perhaps more inter- 
esting thar. the propositions themselves. 
Corollary .1,3, For a functionally Hausdorff space X the forlowing are 
equivalent: 
(i) X is TychonofJ 
(ii) qx : .X + Z(X) is an embedding, 
(iii) qx : X + F(X) is an em bedding. 
Corollary 3.4. For a firtctionally Hausdorjfspace X both spaces ~&VI 
are the Tychonofj rej?ection ’ of X. 
!’ That is, for any continuous function ,f: X -+ I’ where I” is Tychonoff there is a ulviq tte 
Factorization 
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Proof of Theorem O.2. Suppose X is Ty zhonoffi we have alreadv shown 
that Q: X -&Z(X) is an embedding. It remains to show that q$Xj is a 
closed subspace of Z(X). Consider 
and note that Z(i) is injective. Now since qpx is continuous and Z(fiX) 
is Hausdorff? Q&/~X) is a closed subset of Z(pX). Suppose (.JQ&~ is 
a net in Q(X~ which converges to some y in z(X). Then (z(ij (JQ ))6 ED 
converges to Z(i) (;I) in Z@X). I-Iowevcr, for all 6 ED, Z(ij Qs jE ?@3X) 
and hence Z(i) (Y) E q&Xj. It follows that y E Q(X) and q#j is 
closed in Z(X). 
We could repeat his proof for F(X), but it is simpler to note that 
3 
X 
\ 
--F(X) 
/ 
OX 
/ 
‘9 
Z(X) 
comma tes, and thus qx. l X + F(X) must be a closed embedding since 
qx: X + Z(X) is. 
For the converse, suppose qx a l X -p Z(X) is a closed embedding. Then, 
by Proposition 3.1, X is completely reg&r. If X were not Hausdorff, 
<[here would be a net (QSED in X which converges to two distinct 
points x1 and x2. Then in Z(X) the net ( lx6 jsa = (2x, - XX,),~D 
would converge to 2x1 - lx2 4 qx(X). 1Ience X must be Hausdorff as 
well as completely regular. For F(X) a similar a+=gument yields (x:)~~~ 
converging to x$Y;~ 4 s*(X) and thus .Y must again be Tychonoff. 
reposition 3.5. If .I” 3 u sdwpace of tk e topoZogical space X, then 
Z!J?) is aZgdkaica/Zy a subgroup of Z(X), and the topology of 2(X’) 
is no coarw tl’rmn its subrpace fopulog~. 
roof. Let i: X’ ~3 X denote the inclusion apping, then 
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X' 
i I 
X 
Z(i j 
1 
--Z(X) 
':X 
commutes. Algebraically Z(i) is an inclusion mapping, but it need not 
be an embedding. 
Example 3.6. To see that the topology of 2(X’) may be strictly finer 
than the s&pace topology of Z(I) <2(X’)), consider X = o0 =+ 1 and 
X’ = U+ both with their usual topology. In Z(X) the sequenc:e (l(le)),,* 
converges to l(wO), so (l(n) - I(n + l))REwQ converges to Uw,) - lcch)o) 
= 0 in Z(i) (Z(X)). However, Z(X) is discrete, so ( I(n) - 1 (r-1 + 1 ))nE‘Jg 
does not converge in 2(X’). 
There ‘se three further observations that can be made at this point, 
Prolposition 3.7. If X’ is a ref’ract of X, then 2(X’) is a retruct of Z(X]. 
Prolof. 2 iF a functor and functors preserve retracts. 
Proposition 3.8. IfX’ is a closed subspace ofa Tychonoff space X, then 
the subgroup of Z(X) generated by X’ is closed. 
Proof. Call the subgroup G, then CxEX I&x E G if and only if {x: kx ~6 0) 
is contained in X' . Suppose 22* Ex k, x $6 G, rewrite I=,: EAY kx x’ as Z$ 1 k ,pi 
with each ki # 0 and all the xi distinct. Then there is an i0 such I:hat -xi0 $:A” ; 
without loss of generality assume that i, = 1, Since X is Tychonoff, there 
is a continuous function f: X + K withf(xr) = 1 and f(X’ u j.q: i J: 1)) = 0. 
Lift this function, obtaining 
4% 
f P . 
\/ 
R 
Now f(G) = 0 and f( y=r kiXi) = kr + 0, so f* f(k, e-4 3 1~1 + 
neighborhood arc‘ Zy=, k,xi which. misses 6. 
64 
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Note. that a closed subset of a topological group need not generate a
closed subgroup; for example, { 1 /K n E N 3. :J (0) is a closed subset of 
K and generates Q. 
rogonitioaa 3.9. Z preserves quotient maps, that is, if q: X + x’ is a 
qm tknt map, then Z(q) : Z(X) + 2(X’) is a pmthzt map. 
Proof. h the category of topological spaces and in the category of abelian 
topololgical: groups the quotient maps are precisely the onto maps q: X --, X’ 
satisfying thy following property: For each clommutative diagraAm 
A- m ;r 13 
t 
f 9 
i( - ;- {’ 
9 
with m a mcnomorp ism, there is a unique I; : X’ + Y making everything 
commute (such a morphism q is called a sfpoyEg epimorphism [ 91). 
Let q: X-, X’ be a quotient map and suppasc that 
, 
- -M.-H I3 
-- --ZI X’) 
Z(q) 
is a commutative diagram is the category of abelian topological groups 
with ~‘yt inj rctive. Then -tile have 
w - -----___P__ Z!q> -----7(x’) 
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with a continuous k : X’ .r]’ A as indicated. Lift h to 6 Z(X) + A, with 
hqxr = Bz. We show that h is thtr desired continuous group honm?noqhism 
“making eveqrthirg commute”. We use the fact that if two group homo- . 
morphi\:s.ms agree, on qx(X), or qxp(X’), thenthey are equal. C.ha$ng 
diagrayhs yields h 0 Z(q) 0 qx = fqx and m 0 h 0 qxi = gqxl; thus h Q Z(q) =f 
andmokg. 
4. Lifted real valued unctions do not suffice 
The .major method used to prove properties of Z(X) has been, and 
will continue to be, the lifting of real valued continuous functions on 
X. Since these funcP.ions serve to determine the topology of a complete- 
ly regular space, it is rather surprizing that they do not determine the 
topolo@,y of the free abelian gsroup over a completely regular space. 
Theorem 4.1. The free abellap! topological group over a T’ychonoff space 
need not have the weak top& qy of its cbntinuous real valued grtpup 
homom orphibms. 
Proof. We show that Z(N) does not have the weak topology of its,con- 
tinuous real valued group homomorphisms. Z(N) is discrete, so it suffices 
to show that: 0 E Z(N) is not the intersection of any finite number of 
inverse images of open sets of R under group homomorphisms, or, equiv- 
alently, for any additive function f: Z(N) -+ Rn , n E N, and any neigk 
borhoocl Y of 0 in R”, f + [ V] contains ome point in addition to 0 in 
Z(N). If we represent elements of Z(N) as infinite columns with integer 
en tries 
then any additive f: Z(N) -+ R” can be represented by a matrix Af with 
n infinite rows. 
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Let R”+l be represented by infinite columns of real numbers with all 
entriesxi equal to 0 ifj> n+ 1. 
Then ‘if l y = 0 for some y # 0 in R”+l. Now, given any neighborhood 
V of 0 in R” , there is a symmetric, conv~~x neighborhood U of 0 in Rn+l 
such that Af * U 2 V. Furthermore, U hE R (Xy -t V) is a symmetric, convex 
neighborhood of 0 in R”+1 with infinite volume and with the property 
that 
By Minkowski’s Convex Body Theorem [ 12, Section 301, there is a 
k E 4&R (Ay + U), ,Ic * 0, with integral coefficients. Considering this X: 
as an element of Z(N), we find that k E f” ; V]. Thusf” [ V] \ { 0) # $3, 
and Z(N) does not have the weak topolrDgy of its continuous group 
homomorphisms. 
The previous theorem indicates that it is necessary to develop some 
addi’tional machinery to exanine the topological structure of Z(X). The 
next two lemmas are anaiogues of Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 3.1, and 
have similar proofs. The first is also a special case of Wyler’s results [ 191. 
They lead to the crucial Proposition 4.4. 
Lemma 4.2. The forgetfulj’unctor fvonl the category of topobgicul real 
vector spaces to the category of topdogical spaces has a left adjoint V. 
Lemma 4.3. Xf X is a Tychonoff sptzce, then 97 1 : X + V(X) is an em- 
bedding. 
Prop& tion A For avry T,vchonoff space X and any nonzero integer z, 
2X = (2x: x E X) C Z(X) is komeomo~ohic t0 X. 
roof, It suffices to show this proposition for positive integers ince 
(-+2)X = -(.VA ) which is hosneomorphic to nX. 
Note vhat all finitary derived operations in any category of topollogical 
algebras are continuous, and in particular, pz(-): Z(X) + Z(X) is continu= 
ous. BY the construction of V(X), l/n ( V(X) =+ V(X) is continuous. 
Consider the Mlowing commutativr: ram of continuous functions: 
Here ttX = n(qx-(X)) and 1 /n 0 fil (M) = ql (X) s X’ md thus azX ds homeo- 
morp1dc to X. 
5. Proof of the Main Theorem 
Pmposition 5.1. For my topological space X, Z(X) is the disjuin t union 
of t-he homeomorphic dopen subspaces Zp(X, = {&Ykx~: ZxExkx =p), 
p 45 z. 
I 
Prosf~. Lift the function f: X + Z, f(x) = 1 for all JC E X, to j: Z(X) -+ 2. 
z 
Then i(;sl xCx k,x) = G xEx k, and thus ZP (X) = $- [p] is clopen. 1t”is 
clear that the sets Z,(X) as5 disjoint; they are homeomorphic since each 
is a cmet of Z,(x). 
Proposition 5.2. For a’-Tydmnoff space X the set Yin = {ZxExkx:i : al 
most m coefficients k, aw nonhero ‘} is a closed subset of Z(X). 
Proaf. For an element z = Zyz1 ic,q with more than m nonzero coeffi- 
cients., there are p&wise disjoint neighborhoods U, , U2, . . . , Ukl+j, of 
Xl, x29 ***9 x,+pz respectively, and continuous functions-f;: : X -+ 
VI l i' 1, 
11 
SUCh tha!fi (Xj) = 1 
th:sse functiow lift to 4 : Z(X) + 
J$ ((X\ q) u {Xi) 
ith w<(~S, .= kjy ,i = 1 
m+l 
Y= 61 E,+[(ki-f,ki+~)] 
I=1 
is a neighborhood of z. For any element y E V and for any i = 1, 2, . ..> 
m + 1 f f&y) # 0, which implies that there I.s an xi E Uj such that xi has 
nonzero coefficient in y. Since the Ui are (disjoint, it follows that y has 
at least m + 1 n0nzero coefficients. Hence V n Y, = Q). 
CO~olli~ry 5.3. For a Tychonoffspcce X, de set of elements of Z(X) 
with one nonzero coefficient is closed. 
Proof. ‘Ihe desired set is Yr \ {O} = Yr \ Z,,(X). 
Proof of the Main Theorem. We first show by induction that X* can be 
embedded as a subspace of Z(X). By Proposition 3.1, X1 = Q*(X) = { lx: 
x E X) is homeomorphic to X. For each n E N, let 
X* = ~ 2’-‘Xi’ (Xl, . ..) X*)EXn ) I 1 i=l I 
and assume that Xn_r is homeomorphic to X*.-l . We will show that Xn 
is homeomorphic to X,+1 X X GZ X*. Define T, : Xn + X by 
71, (~~= 1 2’-‘“~i) = 2~,I. We must first assure ourselves that T, is well 
defined, As long L?S all the Xi are distinct t tere :is no problem. If the Xi 
are not distinct, then we can wtite ZyS1 2’-%. as Z? ax! with .Jl fne ‘n_l J’l J J 
xj distinct, and .xn is the unique xi with Q~ > 2 . 
Now, algebraically each y E X, has a urique presentation y = 
y’ + 2n--117x(7rJjQ) withy’ E X,+1. We must show that the bijecti-*e 
mapping (v’, s) I-+ y’ + 2n--1 Q(X) zs a homeomorphism ofX,-r Xx onto 
&. For continuity forward, observe that l.his mapping is the compo:si- 
tion 
xn +X - n_,x2n-‘x 
I + 
For continuity in the other direc:tiiJn, it suffices to show that rr, is con- 
tinb!ous, for then y I+ y’ = y - 2n-” qx (r, (y)) is continuous and thus 
y t+ (y’. ?r,(j)) is continuous. 
TO show that It, is continuous let F be a closed subset of X and con- 
sider 
. 
If Zy=r 2i-1yi 4 xn’ [F] , then yn 6 F, SO there is a continuous function 
f:X+Rsuchthatp&)= lJ(F)=O,andO<f(X)< 1 foralMS. 
This function lifts to f: Z(X) + R. Now 
i(5 ZiW1yi) = 5 29(yi) 3 2n-1 ) 
i=:l ‘ i=b 
f52 
t ) 
n-l 
i-lx i = ~ 2”--‘f(xi) = C 2’-‘f(:~i) -... -1 i=l i=l 
n-l 
G C 2i--1 = 2n-I_ 1. 
i=ft 
It folloWs that .{- [ (2n-1 - {. 9 -)I ,7 ,Xn 3s an .Xn neighborhood of 
x7=1 2’-‘yi which misses n,” [F]. 
TO Show that Xn is a closed subspace of Z(X) we also use an induc- 
tion argument. By Theorem 0.2, X1 = qx(X) is closed in %(X). Assume 
that X,, _ I is a closed subset of Z(X) and consider some point 
c y EX k, y E Clz(#‘n. Then zy Ex k y has at most yt nonze!ro coeffi- y 
cients (Proposition 5.2) and ZyEx $ = 2n - 1 ‘(Proposition 5.1). Hence 
there is at least one nonzero ky and we GUI write ZlyEX ky JF as Zpt kj;qj 
with 1 :G m < n, all the yi distinct, and all the ,kj nonzero. 
Furtilermore, there must be a net (Zy& 2’-‘Xi 6 )6ED in Yn which 
converges in Z(x) to ZF1 kjyj. NOW (x,,~ )6ED must cluster at some yi= 
If not, ‘E-or each j = 1, 2, . . . . m, theri: is a 50) E D such that clx({x, & 
does not contain yi. Let 8, be greater than S(j) forj = 1, 2, . . . . m; h 
follows that cl, ((x, s }s.3s,) n {yj>r 1 = 0. He:nce there is a continuous 
function f: X + R such that f(q) == 0 forj := 1,2, . 4 f(clxcx.y&&TiP~~: = 
and 0 < f(x) G 1 for all .x E X. Lift f to f: &I’) + ; then for ail 6 2 6, 3 
and 
f(5 ) k.yl = 0, 
j=l ’ ’ 
which contradicts the fact that (Z& 2’-lXiC)bED converges to ZK,kj?/i* 
Since (-‘lit s J a clusters at some Yj, say J$ , there is 3 sunset (Xn,p)8EB 
w’hich converges (in X) to yjd. It follows tha? in Z(X), (2’%,&0EB con- 
verges to 2@-t~j~~ and (Z;‘=r 2’-‘+ P)PEB converges to Zpl kjyj. Hence, , 
since + is continuous, 
) (( 
IX 
2i-lx = 
” PEtB 
x2 i-lx - y-lx 
is1 id 1 nJ pa3 
converges to ZF1 kjy/ 
X n _1, which we have 
- 2n-1y!.o. However, for all fl E B, ZryC1’ 2’-‘xip E 
, 
assumed 1s closed. Thus 
Therefore, Z71 kjyj E Xn, P A X,, is Closed. 
Corollary 5. . If P is a closed hereditary property of 7’ychonoff spaces 
and if X is a Tychonoff space, then Xn has property P whenever Z(x) 
has property P. 
xample 55. The free abelnan topological group over the Sorgenfrey line 
is not ltaormal. The free abelian topological group over Q with the integer 
points identified is not a k-space. 
Added in proof. Professor Sidney Morris has pointed out the follov\ring. 
(1) Proposition 3.8 is a special case of Theorem 2.5 of S. Morris, 
Varieties of topological groups II, Bull. Austrrl. Math. Sot. 2 (1970) 
l-13, 
(2) Theorem 4.1 is a corollary of the main theorem of S. Morris, Lo- 
cally compact abelian groups and the vxiety of topological groups gerrer- 
ated by the reals, ath. Sot, 34 (1972) 290-292. 
3. KS. Il?homus, Free togologicd gruups 71 
(3) Another proof of the fact that finitely additive but not finitely 
productive properties of topological spaces are not preserved by the 
or Z goes as follows: Let X,, X, , . . . . Xn be spaces uch that I&X, 
has k he property but II, Xn does not. Then ZW, X,J z n, 2(X, ), and 
n X ?r is a closed subspace of II&(X, ). 
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